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**Buffalo News Exclusive**

Buffalo Diocese paid $1.5 million to abuse victim

2016 settlement is largest to emerge so far in cases against local clergy
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**5 months after his release from prison,**

Simpson talks about his time there, his life

now, his football legacy, CTE and more.
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**It’s St. Joseph’s Day – please pass the sfingi**

By Mary King Goldman

Some Classical Music Critic

St. Buffalo’s Sicilian population, St. Joseph’s Day home large.

For the rest of us, it is something of a mystery.

It is celebrated whenever Sicilians are, said Peter LaPenna, president of the Buffalo Federation of Italian-American Societies.

The roots of St. Joseph’s Day, adding to its ex- culinary nature, are distant and checked. St. Joseph saved Sicily from famine in the Middle Ages, and Sicilians have been thanking him ever since, by holding St. Joseph’s Sfingi – almond-frosted cookies.

A. St. Joseph’s Day is always March 19. There were two reasons for that: One was that the day properly falls during Lent, and rules used to be for richer than they are now.
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**State lawmakers draft sports wagering bills**

Movers anticipate high court’s ruling

By Tom Prackichon

ALBANY – Forget wagering on March Madness at the office or a bar. And say goodbye to bookies and illegal, offshore internet for your straight, pari- lay, teaser and various array of wagers made on pro and col- legiate sports.

It could all be done – legally.

The New York State Racing and Wagering Board is the latest in a series of state legislatures that have introduced bills to legalize sports wagering in the past, covering up the abuse and transferring bookies and others from parole to par- don despite his history of abuse.
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**Weather**

Partials unshine. High 39, low 23.
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**UP TO $516 IN SAVINGS**
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